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Saberr works closely with 
the world’s top team 

coaching experts

Combined with a review of 
100 years of academic 

research into teams

Saberr understands teams…

+ =

Saberr created CoachBot 
to make team coaching 
available to all teams
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This is CoachBot
A web based platform that helps create 
great team habits and strong 
foundations.
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Fits within your busy 
schedule

Takes as little as two 
hours commitment a 

month

Works with remote 
and co-located teams

Bitesized coaching for everyone that…
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Form postitive 
team habits:

Create solid 
team foundations:

How CoachBot Works

Agreed Behaviours

Shared Goals

Team Purpose

Retrospectives

One-to-ones



Better one to ones
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Better 
One-to-ones
CoachBot can help plan and improve 
your one to ones

You can plan a meeting with any 
colleague 
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Adding to the 
agenda
Add anything you want to discuss in the 
one to one

CoachBot can suggest talking points to 
get the most out of your meeting time

Both members contribute to the agenda
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During the 
one to one
You can view the joint agenda during 
your one to one, or print it out ahead of 
the meeting
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Take notes
Add shared notes that are for both of 
you to see  

Add in private notes just for you.
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When the 
meeting is 
over
End the meeting and CoachBot will 
keep a history of your one to one 
conversations



Retrospectives
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Retrospectives

A regular meeting to re!ect as a team on what went well and what 
could be improved

Leave retro notes at anytime and get together for regular 
retrospectives
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You can leave a retro note at anytime 
from the canvas

Leave 
retrospective 
notes

You’ll also receive a reminder email  
ahead of your retrospective
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Choose between, a learning, a 
celebration or something to improve

Retrospective 
notes

Filter

“Try this” exercise · 7 min

Michael Hyatt explains three common pitfalls 
of setting goals and how to avoid

Common goal setting pitfalls
Goals

Here you can find a set of tools to help you 
understand and improve your team 

dynamics.

Teamwork Library

It takes just two minutes to leave a retro 
note



Filter

“Try this” exercise · 7 min

Michael Hyatt explains three common pitfalls 
of setting goals and how to avoid

Common goal setting pitfalls
Goals

Here you can find a set of tools to help you 
understand and improve your team 

dynamics.

Teamwork Library
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You can leave multiple notes whenever 
you like, which will be reviewed by the 
whole team

Retrospectives


